
Miss Julia knows a thing or two / : A Novel
by Ann B. Ross
Miss Julias efforts to help a friend escape unemployment are
complicated by her husbands mysterious illness and the abrupt
appearance of a suspicious grandchild she has never met on her
doorstep. By the author of Etta Maes Worst Bad-Luck Day.

The lost and found bookshop : a novel
by Susan Wiggs
Inheriting her mother's San Francisco bookshop in the wake of a
tragedy, Natalie bonds with her ailing grandfather and hires a
contractor to perform repairs before unexpected discoveries connect
her to the community and family secrets.

Phoebe's light
by Suzanne Woods Fisher
After marrying a boat captain and embarking on a seafaring life,
Phoebe Starbuck discovers that shipboard realities are more
challenging than anticipated and becomes engrossed in the diary of
her great-grandmother and her long-kept secrets.

As the tide comes in : a novel
by Cindy Woodsmall
An unthinkable loss sends a former foster child to Georgia's St.
Simons Island, where she searches for answers and a new start
within a group of eccentric but kindhearted locals. Co-written by a
New York Times and CBA best-selling author.
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Postscript
by Cecelia Ahern
A long-awaited sequel to the best-selling PS, I Love You finds Holly
reluctantly agreeing to let her sister tell Gerrys story on her podcast,
before terminally ill listeners reach out for help writing their own
missives.

Welcome to the school by the sea
by Jenny Colgan
At Downey House, a charming English boarding school by the sea,
new teacher Maggie is determined to make her mark, which
jeopardizes her relationship with her safe, dependable boyfriend,
while new student Simone tries to fit in and fellow student Fliss tries
to get out.

Westering women : a novel
by Sandra Dallas
Joining other mail-order brides on a dangerous wagon journey to the
gold mines of 1852 Chicago, a seamstress with painful secrets
discovers strengths she did not know she possessed among a
growing sisterhood of fellow women pioneers.

The wonder boy of Whistle Stop : a novel
by Fannie Flagg
Taking a final visit to the ghost town where his mother Ruth’s Whistle
Stop Café made its famous fried green tomatoes, Bud Threadgoode
discovers new friends and surprises about the community’s women
while triggering unexpected changes in his daughters’ lives.

Coconut layer cake murder
by Joanne Fluke
Racing home to wintry Minnesota when her sister’s boyfriend,
Detective Lonnie Murphy, is implicated in a murder case, Hannah
struggles with Lonnie’s foggy memory about driving the victim home.
By the best-selling author of The Chocolate Chip Cookie Murder.

The Fifth Avenue story society : a novel
by Rachel Hauck
From the New York Times bestselling author of The Wedding Dress
comes a captivating new novel about the healing power of story,
community, and love.

The Jane Austen society
by Natalie Jenner
A group of disparate bibliophiles bands together in the small English
village of Chawton in the hopes of restoring the final home of Jane
Austen, revealing their respective losses along the way. A first novel.

The Chocolatier
by Jan Moran
A young widow. A husband she thought she knew. On the picturesque
Italian coast of Amalfi lies a chocolatier's destiny... San Francisco,
1953: Heartbroken over the mysterious death of her husband, Celina
Savoia, a second-generation chocolatiere, resolves to take their
young son to Italy's shimmering Amalfi coast to introduce him to his
father's family.

The flatshare
by Beth O'Leary
Entering a flatshare arrangement with a man on an opposite work
shift, a heartbroken woman begins exchanging notes with the
roommate she has never met and becomes his best friend, and
possibly soulmate, through their correspondence.

The library of lost and found
by Phaedra Patrick
A shy librarian whose kind heart is often exploited receives a
mysterious book of fairy tales from the beloved grandmother she
believed dead and embarks on a perspective-changing journey of
astonishing family secrets.
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